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lV. Prezentace a interpretace da[: 1. Systematickii, logickd prezentace, originilni
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l. Cil priice a ieho naplnEni: 1. Cil prdce byl stanoven a naplndn v souladu s t6matem
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V. Formdlnlstr6nka: 1. Odpovidd vSem stanovenfm poiadavk0m

Vl. Jazykov6 uroven Drace: 1. Vfborn5

Vll. N6rodnost zpracovdni tdmatu: 1. Velmi vysok5

Vlll. Pfin orace: 1. OriginSlni zpracovdni a n5zory, piedklddd nov:i zji5t6ni

Vvi6dieni vedouc[ho diplomov6 p16celooonenta diolomov6 oriice* :

This lenghy thesis is very well written, masterfully formatted (with an excellent lay-out), and

is a highly commendable effort. The treatment covers all the relevant literature available in
Czech and English, all of which Mr. Pouzar has read. Yet his approach was original to a

difficult topic, i.e., by using authentic texts composed in often vernacular lrish English in the
novel as well as the films. He is confident enough in his reading to make strong arguments to
prove his own original points. However, the most outstanding point to make about this
diploma work is the tremendous number of themes in McCabe's fiction which Pouzar has

thoughtfully read and criticized, especially in Butcher Boy, the lengthier chapter. Yet, quantity
does not come at the expense of quality.

Vedouci diplomovd prdce:
Oponent diplomovi prdce :



ln Butcher Boy the reaction to a neighbor/s insult, the father/s alcoholism and wife-battering
and general mental illness of this mother leads Francie Brady to commit crimes which are
made understandable yet still shock the reader/viewer. His synthesis not only of the novel but
the satisfactory film adaptation is powerfully presented, if a little too lengthy.

The chapter on Breoldost on Pluto, a novel which took lreland by storm as a national bestseller
for nearly three years, was shorter and it becomes clear that Mr. Pouzar is less enthusiastic
about the film adaptation which could only fall short of the exemplary standards of McCabe's
hilariously iconoclastic prose and plot. Nevertheless, lwould praise the film more than Mr.
Pouzar does as lview any filming attempt to be a near failure simply based on the difficult
material; the superb acting and best efforts of the film director should be taken into
consideration as well. The many changes in the plot, some of which may have been
unnecessary are inevitable. Still, while a weaker chapter, Pouza/s discussion and
interpretation is outstanding.
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ln conclusion, the amount of original interpreting and its clarity of presentation, fine
organization and overall thoughtful analysis are all most impressive indeed. Tom55 Pouzar can

be very satisfied with the work achieved here, and I look forward to the oral defense of this
paper.

Priice spliuje + z6kladnl poiadavky kladen6 na tento typ praci, a proto ji doporuduji * k 0stni
obhajob6.


